
Global RPM®

Powerful insights, accurate results and accel-
erated reviews

No Problem  
too Complex.

With the right people and processes, the right technology makes 
the review process faster, more accurate, and less expensive – 
three priorities of firms and corporations faced with complex  
litigation and internal or government investigations. We designed 
Global RPM with those priorities in mind. Fast and precise, our 
secure, web-based review platform provides powerful searching  
capability and customisable workflow features to make your  
review run smoothly and efficiently. 

Capitalising on years of experience supporting the most complex, 
multi-national projects, Global RPM keeps pace with the increas-

ingly multifaceted demands of 
global eDiscovery. We under-
stand that every engagement 
poses its own challenges, and 
the platform must effortless-
ly scale from the basic to the 
complex, and everything in be-
tween. 

With integrated technology 
from industry leader Content  
Analyst, Global RPM offers re-

view teams must-have technology assisted review functionality 
such as:

•     Near-duplication
•     E-mail threading
•     Concept search and clustering

These capabilities enable review managers to create efficiencies at the 
document, reviewer, and project levels. Managers can automate assign-
ments, monitor review progress, track productivity and adjust workflow to meet critical production dead-
lines. Extensive reporting options provide a top-level perspective on each project – invaluable information 
that drives faster, more precise reviews and minimises the need for manual intervention.

Global RPM, coupled with our team of highly responsive, seasoned eDiscovery experts, gives our clients the 
dual benefits of superior technology and unparalleled service they need to meet their demanding review 
requirements.

Our team and our technology are 
engineered to solve problems. 

Consilio supported a large and 
highly complex IP patent matter 
involving 2.5 Terabytes of data. 
In order to meet impending dead-
lines, the client elected to review 
the documents, using a geo-
graphically diverse network of 
attorneys.

The tight integration of Global 
RPM with our processing tool al-
lowed for a seemless transition of 
the data into an easily reviewable 
dataset. The intuitive interface 
and workflow enabled review-
ers to move rapidly through the  
process.

The project was completed quick-
ly and accurately--on time and on 
budget. 

  Contact Consilio today. We’re available when and where you need us most.
www.consilio.com
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Global RPM®

Powerful insights, accurate results and accelerated reviews

Intuitive, dynamic visuals such as dashboards, timelines 
and enhanced statistics enable deeper insights into the 
progress of reviews, resource requirements and projected 
costs. Analytic features let your review managers quickly 
assess productivity, highlight potential trouble spots and 
monitor consistency, resulting in accelerated review cy-
cles, improved quality and lower costs.

From its earliest iterations over six years ago, Global RPM 
was built specifically to handle the challenges of non-En-
glish data.  The technology allows teams to search and re-
view documents in multiple languages, including Chinese, 
Japanese, and Korean, and right-to-left languages such as 
Hebrew and Arabic – all within a single platform.

We have integrated Nexidia’s patented phonetic index-
ing and search technology into Global RPM, providing a 
one-stop solution for audio collection, processing, search, 
review and production. This streamlined solution delivers 
dramatic improvements in accuracy and cost reduction.

Take charge of your review

Handle complex, multi-lingual projects with ease

Faster, more accurate audio reviews

Global RPM greatly expands our ability to solve the most frustrating challenges faced by our cli-
ents; streamlining the review process and lowering total costs.
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